Reminder – I

Letter No. 2223PROJ1711 / CSRC  Date: .11.2022

CIRCULAR

Dear Sir / Madam,

Sub:  CSRC - Revised Procedure for flow of funds under Central Sector Schemes – Refund of Unspent balance amount along with interest under the schemes - Regarding.

Ref: 1. Ministry of Finance, Department of Expenditure (DoE), Government of India, Office Memorandum, F.No.1(18) / PFMS / FCD / 2021, dated 09.03.2022.

In the reference cited above, the Ministry of Finance, Government of India has insisted to follow the revised procedure for flow of funds under Central Sector Schemes, inorder to monitor the utilization of funds released.

In this regard, the institutes which receives the project grants from the Central Government funding agencies, must open a new account (i.e. TSA / ZBS account) for a scheme in the respective bank as suggested by the funding agencies. Also, the new account number along with the Scheme code should be linked in the PFMS portal.

Further, the unspent balance amount lying under the schemes must be returned to the respective funding agencies.

Hence, the Principal Investigators who are executing the central government funded research projects (ongoing / completed) are requested to send the scheme name and scheme code of the project at the earliest, which will enable us to link the scheme code in PFMS. The PI's are also requested to initiate the refund process inorder to receive the grants from the funding agencies.

Kindly treat this matter as most urgent.  

DIRECTOR

To:
1. All Faculty members (CEG / MIT / ACT/ SAP Campus)
2. All Faculty members (Constituent Colleges / Regional Campus)
3. Director – RCC (with a request to communicate to all faculty members through University mail and to scroll in the Anna University website)
4. PA to Registrar, Anna University
5. PS to Vice-Chancellor, Anna University
6. Stock file - CTDT